Schizophrenic Patients’ Expectations Facing Technology in a Cognitive Rehabilitation Therapy Environment
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Abstract- eTherapy can bring numerous advantages, however people have to adapt to a different discourse. It would be interesting to know patients’ expectations regarding to this type of therapy. A questionnaire was developed with the most studied factors proved to have an important role in technology acceptance. The results allowed highlighting some important factors that influence behavioral intention, and made it possible to verify that some of these factors may be linked or influence others among different dimensions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet allied to health offers the potential of promoting health, prevents diseases [1], and delivers health services [2,3] through the world [1-4]. Being at home receiving treatment or being monitored remotely besides enabling more freedom and comfort to patients and families involved [1] also reduces unnecessary physical travels [1,3,5,6].

However, the use of technology in health can’t be viewed only as a technological development but as a rearrange of healthcare processes that must contemplate social aspects, because people are the center of health services being provided by medical professional’s intersection in order to meet their health needs [1].

As the use of technologies in healthcare requires the incorporation of new tools [7], it requires an acculturation process that, according to Le [8], is a process where people have to adapt to a different and new discourse, which may result negatively or positively. In order to overcome this acculturation process it’s important to train and educate adequately the people involved in these systems [7,9].

The internet can play a key role in health if seen as an additional extension of technology used to transmit and receive communication between people [10].

The literature shows that there already exist a large variety of health services associated with Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), such as health basic information or counseling [10,11] assistance in decision making, self-help guides, psychological tests and diagnosis [12]. Therapeutic approaches through the internet may be via email [13,14], stand-alone software [11,15], videoconferencing [11] and chat [14]. In order to distinguish the various services available, several concepts emerge, such as telehealth, telepsychiatry, eTherapy, Web Counselling and others, but in one way or another they all mean almost the same [16], the use of electronic means in health services. Some differences between terms seem to differ due to the level of health expertise (e.g. mental health, general health), the way they are delivered (e.g. at distance, local) and, the type of intervention (e.g. counseling, virtual reality, activities). For the purpose of this paper, the authors define eTherapy as the use of electronic means, capable of record and share data, to deliver treatment and care locally or at distance in order to prevent and combat illness and/or symptoms. This definition can be sub-divided depending on the level of expertise, the way of delivery and the type of intervention ranging all concepts found in literature.

eTherapy does not intend to change medical approaches, but it can affect patient-health professional relation [17]. It would be necessary a rearrangement in healthcare organization in order to increase interest in eTherapy tools [18].

The study presented here was applied to schizophrenic patients in a real clinical context. According to the hospital that firstly hosted this project, there already exist many multimedia tools for some of mental diseases, such as autism, however for schizophrenic illness, they considered that there were only a few experiments.
II. EXPECTATIONS AND BEHAVIORAL INTENTION STUDY

The scientific literature on the acceptance of the technology has been spreading research about an individual expectation due to the introduction of new electronic tools applied to different contexts. Expectations are the person’s perceptions related to the future [19], these may help to predict behavioral intention, which is the strength of intention to perform a particular behavior [20].

When referring to behavioral intention, scientific literature allows pointing up four large dimensions that in turn reflect the major constructs identified (Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1 Four dimensions with the major constructs identified in literature](image)

Technological dimension refers to technology itself [21] and its effects in usage behavior, such as usability, quality and interaction [20]. The most studied factors, proved to have an important role in technology acceptance are: Usefulness, the degree to which an individual believes that using a particular technology can improve his performance [22]; and, Ease of Use, the degree to which an individual believes that using a specific technology is free of effort [22].

Implementation dimension, that regards to the organization which must create favorable support and encouragement conditions to technology usage [20] and must make decisions regarding to new technology integration with existing technology [21]. In this direction the following factors were considered: Facilitating Conditions, the degree to which an individual believes that an organization exists and infrastructure to support a specific technology usage [23]; Training, the users’ perceptions about learning programs for the system usage, prior to their introduction and during the period of use [20]; Voluntariness, the degree to which the use of an innovation is perceived as being voluntary [24]; and, Environment, related to an individual behavior may be different in public spaces, aware of others, or in private sphere, knowing that is alone [25].

Users’ dimension, which refers to users’ personal features that may range personality traits related to technology acceptance [20] to demographic data. In the present study the personal data asked were: age, genre, academic skills, occupation and informatics knowledge. The factors considered in this dimension were: Anxiety, anxiety evocation or emotional reactions when performing a particular behavior [23]; Self-Efficacy, an individual own judgment of the ability to use a particular technology to perform a given task [23]; and, Attitude, the positive or negative individual feelings about the performance of certain task [23].

Social dimension is related to the influence that a given society, organization or culture may have in a person, contributing to different behaviors [20]. Human expectations, beliefs, emotional trends and cognitive skills developed and changed by social influence, which transmit information and activate emotional reactions, through modeling, education and social persuasion [26]. This dimension is composed by the Subjective Norm, an individual’s perception that the most important people, for him, think he should perform a specific behavior [27].
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III. METHOD

The present work is exploratory and intends to explore the phenomenon of introducing multimedia tools into schizophrenic patient’s cognitive rehabilitation. The main study goal is to know schizophrenic patients’ expectations to eTherapy use, before any contact with it. In this sense, the study was made in a real clinic environment with schizophrenic patients that were participating in a traditional cognitive rehabilitation therapy, during a period of November 2009 to June 2010.

A. Subject

This work counted with the participation of three psychiatric hospitals, two in Spain and one in Portugal. One of the hospitals in Spain, Parc Sanitari Sant Joan de Déu was attended by two groups of patients which have allowed the participation of four test groups, formed by patients with different schizophrenia typologies: Group 1 formed by 9 patients aged between 30-39 and 60-69; Group 2 – Same hospital than Group 1, but with different therapist and 4 patients aged between 30-39 and 50-59; the Hospital Sant Joan de Déu Serveis Sociosanitars in Spain, formed Group 3 with 4 patients aged between 50-59 and 80-89; and the Hospital Magalhães Lemos, from Portugal, constituted Group 4 with 5 patients aged between 20-29 and 60-69. In the total there were 22 schizophrenic patients participating in this study.

B. Questionnaire

In the present study the factors identified were considered as the most relevant in scientific literature related to an individual behavioral intention. These factors have allowed the creation of an items list, where the participants should answer expressing their opinion in a Likert Scale from 1 (Strongly disagree) to 5 (Strongly agree). Considering the disease features and the potential difficulty of some patients, to answer the questionnaire, this was made short, but considering the most important factors of the influence behavioral intention. After the questionnaire fill, it should be possible to identify the main factors that influence a patient’s decision regarding the use of eTherapy tools.

Due to the small number of schizophrenic patients involved in the study, it was not possible to make the pilot test with them. As the questionnaire had the main goal to study expectations, regarding to eTherapy use, and as we all can be a potential eTherapy user, it was important to test the questionnaire with different types of potential users. The pilot test was made with 17 Ph.D. students in Multimedia Engineering (ME) at Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC), that were working in different domains (e.g. elearning, networks) not related with the present work; and with a group of 6 persons that have tested a multimedia system for aphasia therapy. After completion of the pilot test, a response analysis was made and the questionnaire rectified, proceeding then to a second test. This was done with a different group of 6 Ph.D. students of ME and with 2 mental health professionals of the Hospital Sant Joan de Déu (HSJD). The results did not raise more questions, just a few adjustments on the written language of the items, which were corrected.

IV. RESULTS

A. Participants Characterization

Most of the participants in this study (77,3%) are male and 54,4% are more than 50 years old, being Group 4 formed by younger patients whereas Groups 1 and 3 are formed essentially by older patients.

Regarding to educational skills, 54,5% of participants have basic education, with the majority of Group 1, while 16,6% attended higher education and 9,1% secondary education. Participants in Group 3 (22,7%) did not provide this information.

Most of the participants have no occupation, 54,5% are unemployed and 13,6% retired, whereas 13,6% of the elements have a Job and 18,2% did not answer this question.

Regarding to computer skills, most elements of the sample (81,8%) have basic computer knowledge, only 9,1% considered to have medium knowledge and 9,1% advanced knowledge. Table I presents the response distribution of participant’s characterization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>Group 3</th>
<th>Group 4</th>
<th>Global responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n°</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n°</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 to 29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,0%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,0%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 to 39</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16,7%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>33,3%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 to 49</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>66,7%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33,3%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 to 59</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>66,7%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16,7%</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 to 69</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50,0%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,0%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 to 79</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,0%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,0%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 to 89</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,0%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,0%</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. Expectations

The Likert Scale was reorganized to a three point scale (Disagree, neutral and agree), given the small number of participants. The opinions of strongly disagree were added to disagree; Opinions of Strongly agree were added to agree; and the opinions in the middle (3) were considered neutral.

Table II shows the overall percentage results, while Table III presents the percentage results of each test group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor e Items</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety 1 - I would hesitate using an eTherapy tool because it’s not familiar to me</td>
<td>27,2%</td>
<td>22,7%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy 2 - I believe I could complete an eTherapy task with no additional help</td>
<td>54,6%</td>
<td>13,6%</td>
<td>31,8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voluntariness 3 - If I had the opportunity I would like to experiment an eTherapy tool</td>
<td>4,5%</td>
<td>18,2%</td>
<td>77,3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective Norm 4 - I would use an eTherapy tool if I saw other people use it</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>22,7%</td>
<td>40,9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment 5 - I believe doing Therapy outside the usual clinical setting would bring benefits for the therapy process</td>
<td>27,2%</td>
<td>27,3%</td>
<td>45,5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usefulness 6 - Using an eTherapy tool will improve therapy process</td>
<td>27,2%</td>
<td>27,3%</td>
<td>45,5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Use 7 - Using an eTherapy tool would be easy for me</td>
<td>36,4%</td>
<td>27,3%</td>
<td>36,3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training 8 - I believe that training may influence the adherence to an eTherapy tool</td>
<td>22,7%</td>
<td>31,8%</td>
<td>45,5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitating Conditions 9 - If I were provided with the necessary resources and conditions, I would use an eTherapy tool</td>
<td>18,2%</td>
<td>36,4%</td>
<td>45,5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude 10 - Using an eTherapy tool is a good idea to the therapy process</td>
<td>13,6%</td>
<td>27,3%</td>
<td>59,1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral Intention 11 - If I was in a therapy context I would look forward for activities that require the use of an eTherapy tool</td>
<td>40,9%</td>
<td>18,2%</td>
<td>40,9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III Percentage of responses in disagree, neutral and agree to the items, by test group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>Group 3</th>
<th>Group 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>22,2%</td>
<td>11,1%</td>
<td>66,6%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>55,6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>44,4%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>22,2%</td>
<td>77,8%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>22,2%</td>
<td>11,1%</td>
<td>66,6%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>11,1%</td>
<td>55,6%</td>
<td>33,3%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>66,7%</td>
<td>33,3%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>11,1%</td>
<td>55,6%</td>
<td>33,3%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>11,1%</td>
<td>44,4%</td>
<td>44,4%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>22,2%</td>
<td>77,8%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>33,3%</td>
<td>11,1%</td>
<td>55,5%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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D – Disagree; N – Neutral; A - Agree

According to the results, 50% of the participants are shown to have some Anxiety, agreeing that they would hesitate using an eTherapy tool for not being familiar to them.

Regarding the Self-Efficacy levels, 54,6% of the elements don’t believe they could complete an eTherapy task without further assistance.

However, regarding the Voluntariness, 77,3% of the participants show that if they had the opportunity, they would like to try an eTherapy tool.

In what concerns the Subjective Norm, the answers are more divided, 40,9% of the elements states that if they saw other people using an eTherapy tool, they would use it, while 36% would not.

Regarding the Environmental factor, 45,5% of patients believed that having therapy off-site clinical set (e.g. home) could be beneficial for the treatment process, while 27,2% do not agree. These results are similar to the Usefulness factor, wherein 45,5% of patients agree that eTherapy may improve therapy process and 27,2% disagree.

As regards to the Ease of Use, the responses are also equally distributed among the agreement (36,4%) and disagreement (36,4%).

As regards Training, 45,5% of participants believe that this may influence adherence to an eTherapy tool, while 22,7% disagree and 31,8% maintained a neutral position.

Concerning Facilitating Conditions, 45,5% of the elements would use an eTherapy tool, if they had the features and required conditions, while 18,2% of the elements would not use and 36,4% remained neutral.

The patients’ Attitude levels have significant results, 59,1% of the participants stated that using a tool eTerapia is a good idea for the therapy process.

Regarding the Behavioral Intention, the responses are equally divided between the levels of agreement (40,9%) and disagreement (40,9%) to the item “If I was in a therapy context I would look forward for activities that require the use of an eTherapy tool”.

V. DISCUSSION

It is possible to verify that some factors seem to cross between different dimensions: technological, implementation, individual and social. Some factors may be linked or even influence others.

Anxiety may be related to the Self-Efficacy, i.e., the belief of having low Self-Efficacy regarding to a technology may contribute to increase Anxiety related to that technology. The age, computer knowledge or even qualifications might be somehow related to the level of Self-Efficacy, since the fact of knowing similar tools may contribute to the removal of technology fears. Rahimpour and colleagues [28] point out that their study participants have showed significant anxiety levels, because of their age and their fear to contact with new technologies. It is important to refer that in quite a few items the Groups 1 and 3, where most of patients have more than 50 years old and basic computer skills, seemed to reveal more difficulties in accepting the technology.

The Ease of Use and Training on tools that is intended to introduce in a specific context, may also contribute to increase Self-Efficacy beliefs, thereby reducing Anxiety. According to some studies (e.g. [29, 30]) training have also showed significant effects on self-efficacy.

The Environment factor may be related to the place where technology is implemented referring to physical conditions (such as luminosity, noise, temperature) [31] which is very important to the user well-being so that he can comfortably perform his tasks. However it can also be viewed from a social perspective as the social roles that an individual performs in society, depending on the environment and context. According to Bandura [26], a person may activate different reactions depending on their social roles and social status.

Voluntariness may also measure behavioral intention. An individual may express his willingness to try a technology, which transmits signals of voluntariness which simultaneously reflect his behavioral intention. Tsiknakis and Kouroubali [32] also noted that the possibility of having free choice about using a technology has impact in use intention.

Voluntariness, Attitude and Behavioral Intention play an important role, since allow knowing exactly what an individual thinks in that particular moment. Although it is difficult to predict future, because the expressed opinions do not always correspond to a real use, the study of these factors allows performing estimations of usage of a particular system.

VI. CONCLUSION

A detailed analysis of all variables that influence behavior and the satisfaction of basic needs, such as friendly interfaces development and training in the tools that is wanted to implement, may increase self-efficacy and reduce anxiety, contributing
to change an individual behavioral intention.

Some limitations have conditioned this study, among which we highlight: the difficulty accessing psychiatric hospitals and the common working routines that are already established, made difficult carry out the pilot test with schizophrenic patients and to introduce new patients in the study, which have contributed to a reduced sample; each factor may represent one or more features, as the questionnaire was made short, to facilitate the patients’ answers, we might have lost important information about different features of each item.

However, the study presented here was exploratory with the main goal of knowing schizophrenic patients expectations, regarding the introduction of technology in therapy processes.

The study development and the results analysis have raised new questions whose answers could enrich the scientific knowledge in this area. Some of the questions are: what would be the results of this study applied to different users, such as health professionals and families or care givers? Would the results be different if the same study was applied to different types of persons, like autism patients, elderly persons or handicap people? What would be the results with the same participants after using an eTherapy tool? In order to accomplish this, it would be interesting to apply expectation studies to wider samples, but including all kind of eTherapy users, different type of patients, health professionals and families; it would be also interesting longitudinal studies of expectations and real usage of electronic tools for therapy, that could help to verify if an individual behavioral intention corresponds to a real use of a particular technology.
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